
 

 

 

A Visit from Students of Macau University of Science and Technology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LT Game once again welcomes the Macau University of Science and Technology (MUST) Dr. 

Liu Ying Ni, Lecturer Mr. Lei Pa Kei and MUST students in their off-campus lecture. On September 

25, 2023 Miss Emily Io the SVP of Sales has given a chance to present the establishment and 

organizational goals of LT Game and various gaming products and technologies.  As we all known that 

LT Game, a subsidiary of Paradise Entertainment Limited, is one of the major gaming products and 

casino solutions providers in Macau and in the world.  

For the students to experience the engagement in gaming community, with the support of Mr. 

Peck Chen the Project Manager, LT Game opened the entire showroom for students and experience 

various machine-like Slot Machine, Live Multi Game and Electronic Table Game on the spot, and 

arranges professionals stationed for responding all kinds of questions coming from the students. Most 

students have shown interests operating the machine, while others have been fascinated by the 

Probability, Theme and Feature of the games.  

With this event LT Game is so grateful that we have given a chance to pass the experience and 

knowledge on the aspiring students and hope that they innovate and evolve in their future. LT Game is 

so honored to receive a satisfactory from the students and be selected to be the one who open the mind 

of the students for their Career Goal. 
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